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Method of installation 

Graphic instructions for mounting on the wall 

Connecting to home Wi-Fi network 
Wifi Box control elements 

Using CR Wifi heating panels 

Modes for heating 

RF sensor (temperature sensor
Description of RF sensor 
Reset of RF pairing 
Pairing Wifi box - RF sensor 
Check of pairing 

Related legislation 

Indication of error states 
Panel cleaning instructions 



Ceramic is a fragile material, be careful during 
transportation, handling and assembly! 
Installation/removal of the panel may only be 
performed by a qualified person. The panel 
must be switched off and disconnected from 
the power source before such intervention
Do not cover the panel under any circum-
stances. "DO NOT COVER" warns that covering 
results in panel overheating with  possible risk 
of ignition of the materials in direct contact 
with the panel. No furniture or curtains may 
be placed in front of the panel (see Fig. 1), and 
free air flow must be guaranteed
Regularly, at least before start of the heating 
season, dust and dirt must be removed from 
the panel. Do not touch the panel from the 
bath or shower! 

 If small children can move around the panel, 
please install the plastic corner protectors 
(supplied). 
If the faceplate or the panel lead is damaged, 
it may not be used. Send it  to the manufac-
turer or to a service recommended by him for 
repair
Pay attention to selection of the right type of 
the wall fixings (plugs and cavity), especially 
for plasterboard/gypsum fibre boards and 
aerated concrete structures. If necessary, 
consult anchoring with a specialized company 
or manufacturer of the anchoring technology 
(e.g. www.fischer-cz.cz).

This appliance can be used by children aged 8 
and over, persons with reduced physical, 
sensory or mental capabilities, or persons with 
lack of experience and knowledge, only if 
supervised or instructed about use of the 
appliance in a safe manner, and understand 
potential hazards. Children may not play with 
the appliance. Cleaning and prescribed mainte-
nance may not be performed by unsupervised 
children. the children under the age of 3 
should not have access to the appliance unless 
they are constantly supervised
Children between 3 to 8 years old may only 
switch this appliance on/off if it was placed or 
installed in its intended normal operating 
position and if the children are supervised or 
were instructed about safe use of the appli-
ance, and understand potential hazards. Chil-
dren between the ages of 3 and 8 may not 
insert the fork into the socket, regulate and 
clean the appliance, or perform the prescribed 
maintenance

WARNING: Some parts of this product may 
become very hot when used and may cause 
burns. Special attention must be paid to 
presence of children and disabled persons. If 
operation of the heater is not controlled by 
regulation with ambient temperature sensing, 
do not use it without permanent supervision 
even in small rooms, occupied by the persons 
with reduced ability to leave this space on 
their own  
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Place the enclosed frame on the wall, mark 
and drill the holes for the fixing
Insert the fixing and fix the frame with the 
appropriate number of chubby head screws
Slide the panel onto the frame and unscrew 
the plastic rollers on the rear side of the panel 
so that it is firmly backed up against the wall
If the panel has to be connected to el. wiring in 
IPx4 protection, the operation may only be 
done by an authorized person in the corre-
sponding way with the removed plug





The CR radiant panel falls into the category of 
controlled heaters. According to Commission 
Regulation (EU) 2015/1188,  the controlled 
heaters must be controlled by external elec-
tronic temperature regulation in the room with 
a weekly programme, which additionally con-
tains at least one of the following functions

Temperature regulation with open window detection

 Remote control 

Adaptively controlled switching 
The panel is also equipped with a limiting ther-
mostat, ensuring its safe operation



Switching the panel on or off (see sec. 2.7

Starts RF pairing mode (see sec. 4.3)  



 Not lit: the panel is switched off  
Red: the panel is on and heats 
Green: heated - the panel is on, but does not 
heat
Orange: Timer mode has been activated 

Green: RF pairing mode 
Green-flashing: RF communication runs 
Orange-flashing: no connection to V26 >2h 
Red-flashing: no connection with RF sensor 
>2h

Blue-flashing: local mode started 
Purple: connected to Wifi router, waiting for 
connection with user account on cloud
Blue: connection with online account active

Switching the panel on/off has a sound signal
Two short tones when ON 
One long tone when OFF 

Wifi LED starts flashing red and blue alternate-
ly, after releasing the button it starts flashing 
only blue - local mode has been started

All LEDs will flash with alternating colours 

Note: After the reset, the corresponding panel 
has to be removed also from the mobile applica-
tion and new pairing (as during the first start) has 
to be done 

It is a frost protection mode, the panel maintains 
the temperature of 7°C in the room. The pre-set 
temperature value cannot be adjusted / modified. 

 

Default value: 
Adjustable value

Every day can have 8 temperature changes 
Each temperature change can be assigned any 
value ranging 5-35°C (0.5°C step
The program can be created separately for 
each individual day, for a block of days/
weekends (5+2 days), or for the whole week (7 
days)
Created programs can be copied to other pan-
els in the application



A short press of the button activates the Timer 
mode, a repeated press (before the time limit 
expires) deactivates the Timer mode

By pressing the button on the RF sensor for 3s, 
the Timer mode is activated, by repeatedly 
pressing the button for 3s (before the time 
limit expires), the Timer mode is deactivated

Temperature for the Timer mode can be set in 
the range of 10-30°C. The value will remain 
stored in the Wifi box and will be used when 
triggered by the buttons on the Wifi box and/
or the RF sensor
Time can be set in the mobile application in 
the range from 00:00:01 to 43:23:59 (days : 
hours : minutes). Time setting is only valid for 
the current startup, the Wifi box does not save 
the set time

Start and end of the Holiday mode is set in the 
format: day:year + hour:min (step 15 min)
When opening the menu for the Holiday 
mode, start on the current day and time, end 
+1 day +1 hour is offered automatically 

In the set time interval, the connected devices 
are assigned one of four modes

Connected devices will switch to the OFF status 

Note: during the Holiday mode, the paired devic-
es (Wifi boxes, TFT Wifi thermostats) cannot be 
controlled individually – the Holiday mode must 
be ended at first. If you need to set a different 
maintenance temperature for each device, or to 
be able to control them remotely even during 
your holidays, you can use the Timer mode



Green: RF pairing mode 
Green-flashing: check of pairing (sec. 4.4
Red/green flashing alternately: sensor reset
Red-flashing: no connection to Wifi box >2h 

Short press: check of pairing (sec. 4.4
Longer press (3s): Timer mode control 
Long press (5s): activation of RF pairing 
Very long press (15s): reset of RF pairing (see 
sec. 4.2)

Note: if the sensor is not paired with the Wifi box, 
LED flashes red/green for 10s 

Dead battery of the RF sensor is indicated by LED, 
namely by slowly pulsating red light

Pairing is done by pressing the appropriate 
button on the WiFi box of the panel, on the RF 
sensor afterwards

On the Wifi box, press the ON/OFF button for 
5s, the RF communication indicator goes green 
Press the button on the RF sensor for 5s, the 
LED turns green 
After successful pairing, both LEDs will turn off 

If more heating panels should be in a single 
room, use only one panel with Wifi box and RF 
sensor. Choose the other panels (max. 3) with 
the V26 wireless receiver, they will be connected 
to the Wifi box as subordinate heaters

Process of pairing the Wifi box with V26 receiv-
ers is the same as pairing with the RF sensor

By short pressing the button, the RF sensor 
sends a signal, and the LED indicator flashes 
green
The paired Wifi box responds with a short 
green flash of the RF communication indicator 

Note: if connection between the panel and the RF 
sensor is lost for more than 2 hours in the MANU-
AL or PROGRAM mode , the controls have no 
information about the current temperature in the 
room. Wifi box is switched automatically to the 
"protection mode", in which the panel delivers 
only 20% of its power - heating for 2 minutes, off 
for 8 minutes. The protection mode prevents 
uncontrolled energy consumption, at the same 
time the room is protected against frost
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LED indication of Wifi status 

The time period of lost connection 
with the Wifi router is 6 hours or 
more 

Check your Wifi router. If it is OK, 
switch the Wifi box on the panel to 
the local mode, connect to the mobile 
application and check network 
settings 

LED indication of Wifi status  

Wifi box is connected to the home 
network, but not connected to the 
user account on the cloud

If the status lasts longer than about 1 
minute, check whether or not your 
Internet connection is active 

Time of lost connection with RF 
sensor is 2 hours or more 

Check and, if necessary, replace the 
battery on the RF sensor. Perform 
check of pairing (sec. 4.4) 

If necessary, reset pairing on the RF 
sensor and perform a new pairing 
(sec. 4.2 and 4.3)

Time of lost connection with the 
connected heating panel, equipped 
with the V26 unit, is 2 or more hours

Check that the panel with the V26 
unit is switched on

If necessary, perform new pairing 
according to the instructions for the 
panel with the V26 unit 

LED indicator pulsates slowly red  

Battery in the RF sensor is low 

Replace battery on the RF sensor and 
perform check of pairing (sec. 4.4) 

If necessary, reset pairing on the RF 
sensor and perform a new pairing 
(sec. 4.2 and 4.3)

LED indicator flashes red and green 
alternately for 10 seconds 

Sensor is not paired with the Wifi 
box 



Clin - spray window cleaner (contains alcohol, 
manufactured by Henkel)
Vitro - industrial window and mirror cleaner 
(contains 2-butoxyethanol, manufacturer Am-
stutz produkte AG)

All products containing hydrofluoric acid or 
fluorine derivatives are prohibited, as they can 
destroy the coating and surface of the glass

Highly acidic and alkaline products are prohibit-
ed, abrasive products are prohibited as well





BEMERKUNG: Dieses Produkt fällt in die Kate-
gorie der geregelten Heizungen. Gemäß der 
Verordnung 2015/1188 der EU-Kommission 
müssen die geregelten Heizgeräte in Bezug auf 
die Ökodesign-Anforderungen für lokale Heiz-
geräte von einem externen Steuergerät 
(Thermostat) reguliert werden, das nicht Teil 
des Produkts ist und der oben genannten 
Verordnung entspricht. 
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